COMMENCEMENT OF INTEGRATED PROGRAM FOR SAKSHAM SAHYOG GROUP

The Nursery Wing of Shaheed Rajpal D.A.V Public School commenced the integrated programme for the less privileged under the project SAHYOG on September 7, 2013. The program began with a ceremonious welcome of the chief guest, Dr. N.K. Uberoi, chairman of the school along with the principal Mrs. Renu Laroiya. The student volunteers under the project SAHYOG briefed the vision of their social venture. The Nursery faculty and students wholeheartedly welcomed the ‘SAKSHAM SAHYOG’ Group and their parent community. Students expressed their joy of bonding together by giving a presentation on itni si hasi…’. The Nursery Incharge shared the aims and objectives of the project. The chief guest interacted with the students and parents of saksham sahyog group and emphasized on importance of education. He congratulated the Principal, Nursery faculty and students for shouldering a noble cause. The programme concluded with the distribution of Sahyog T-shirts, educational kits and school bags.

The celebrations ended with release of the balloons as a mark of new journey of learning.